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China-sourced legacy chips are under the regulatory spotlight as the US 
continues to patch up existing controls around semiconductors built on 
advanced nodes. In the mounting case against Chinese chipmakers, 
economic complaints of an uneven playing field are blending with national 
security concerns as policymakers grow alarmed by the rapid pace China 
is building out production capacity for foundational semiconductors. This 
report takes a fresh look at the data on China’s legacy chip production 
capacity expansion after two big waves of US-led chip controls. We then 
distill the theories of harm circulating in the US to outline the most likely 
policy pathways for the US to target China-sourced legacy chips and 
evaluate potential gaps between the US and G7 partners in shaping a 
response.  

Moving down the target list 
Over the past year and a half, the US has been honing measures designed to deny China 
access to high-performance computing chips and the manufacturing tools to develop 
advanced semiconductors. This is an evolving process as US regulators identify holes to 
fill after seeing what Chinese foundries like Semiconductor Manufacturing International 
Corporation (SMIC) can pull off with existing manufacturing equipment. For example, 
Huawei’s recent launch of another 7nm mobile processor using deep ultraviolet (DUV) 
lithography may well compel the US to tighten electronic restrictions on electronic design 
automation (EDA) software and extend long-arm measures affecting Dutch, Japanese, 
Korean, and German suppliers to hinder Chinese fabs trying to source spare parts and 
service machines.  

Parallel to the export control patch-ups around advanced semiconductors, policy debates 
have been building over whether and how to combat potential threats from China’s 
capacity-building in semiconductors built on legacy process nodes (also commonly 
referred to as foundational, trailing edge, mature, essential, or mainstream chips). Legacy 
chips were defined in 2023 US Commerce CHIPS Act guardrails as semiconductors built 
on 28nm or larger process nodes—distinct from leading edge semiconductors, which the 
US defined in 2022 export controls as logic chips built on 16/14nm or below process 
nodes. A wide range of chips fall into the legacy bucket, from highly specialized 28nm 
microcontrollers to off-the-shelf 350nm power components. Cutting-edge server, 
graphics, laptop, and smartphone processors rely on extreme ultraviolet lithography to 
pack evermore transistors per square millimeter in (sub-5nm) process nodes in a highly 
complex manufacturing process. In contrast, the humbler legacy chip can be made on 
older-generation DUV lithography equipment and is less demanding in wafer production. 

Legacy chips are pervasive and therefore essential. Virtually every electronic device—
including cars, airplanes and fighter jets, medical devices, smartphones, computers, and 
agricultural and industrial equipment—is powered by mature node chips in conjunction 
with leading-edge processors. Pandemic-related restrictions drove home how the absence 
of a single chip could hold up entire manufacturing assembly lines, leaving consumers in 

https://www.techinsights.com/blog/huawei-pura-70-ultra-teardown
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disbelief that their new cars could be stripped of features normally taken for granted, like 
seats that heat up and adjust automatically. In hunting for capacity during the pandemic, 
companies obsessed far more over whether their chips would arrive than who was 
sourcing them. In today’s geopolitical climate, US regulators are forcing corporate 
decision-makers to grapple with the China sourcing question.  

Framing the policy debate 
After the first wave of US semiconductor controls targeting China in October 2022, we 
examined how fast Chinese capacity was already building relative to the rest of the world 
and which semiconductor segments Chinese chipmakers would still be free to compete in 
(see our note “Running on Ice: China’s Chipmakers in a Post-October 7 World”). As we 
hypothesized last spring, Chinese semiconductor firms could still push the limits of DUV 
lithography in producing mobile processors for smartphones and artificial intelligence (AI) 
accelerators for the cloud. This prediction has been borne out with SMIC producing 
mobile processors on 7nm process nodes with DUV lithography for Huawei, the most 
heavily sanctioned Chinese tech firm. In addition to these flashier breakthroughs, we saw 
ample opportunity for China to expand production in the legacy space, in particular in 
power semiconductors, analog chips, and microcontrollers. In many of these market 
segments, China faces heavy competition from European, US, and Japanese incumbents, 
but, crucially, it has a home market advantage to grow market share with plenty of 
subsidized and chip-hungry OEMs worried about falling victim to the next round of US 
export controls and under political directives to source chips locally.  

Policy concerns are growing that China’s rapid build-out of wafer capacity will lead to 
heavily under-utilized fabs (actual output relative to production capacity). This, in turn, 
would lead to price wars since foundries would be desperate to fill their fabs with 
customers at any price and IDMs may continue to produce chips even if they sit on the 
shelves. But an economist would look at the capacity utilization rate for China’s 
semiconductor firms and say the current data is inconclusive if policymakers are looking 
for a “smoking gun” of Chinese semiconductor overcapacity posing a threat to global 
markets. Overcapacity in this context is defined as firms producing well below the 
industry’s ideal utilization rate of around 80% through sustained state investment, 
portending structural distortions in the market. In fact, the firm-reported capacity 
utilization rates of China’s established chipmakers SMIC and Hua Hong, as well as rapidly 
growing newcomers like NexChip, are trending toward the global average as the industry 
as a whole adjusts to post-pandemic swings and cyclical shifts in electronics demand 
(Figure 1). 

  

https://rhg.com/research/running-on-ice/
https://www.tomshardware.com/pc-components/cpus/huaweis-next-gen-cpu-could-rival-apples-current-best
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FIGURE 1 

Capacity utilization rate (CUR) of selected semiconductor manufacturers in China 
compared to the global average (2020-2023) 
Capacity utilization rate 

 

Source: Company CURs are taken from firm financial and annual reports and news reports. Global average CUR is from the 
Semiconductor Industry Association. Note: According to the Semiconductor Industry Association, a CUR of 80% is the optimal full 
utilization rate of a fab and a lower rate indicates overcapacity. A CUR above 90-95% creates problems for the fab when not enough 
lines are left for repair, upgrade, and general maintenance, signaling to manufacturers the need to invest more. 

 

However, a policymaker would look at the industry data to show how China is 
unambiguously expanding legacy semiconductor manufacturing capacity at a rapid clip. 
China not only has more capacity in analog, discrete, mixed-signal, and power chips, but 
is also expanding capacity to produce these chips faster and at a much larger scale than 
any other country (Figure 2). China accounted for around 31% of global legacy chip 
production at the end of 2023, up from 17% in 2015, and is set to widen its lead with more 
planned fabs for mature node production. Projections from Taiwanese semiconductor 
research firm TrendForce find that China will account for 39% of global legacy capacity by 
2027. China makes up 55% of planned production expansion in legacy chips at 4 million 
wafer starts per month (WSPM, 200mm equivalent) compared to around 3.3 million WSPM 
of planned capacity in the rest of the world.  
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https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/SIA_Production-Data-Points_2022-Final_02.09.22.pdf
https://www.trendforce.com/news/2024/03/26/news-rumors-regarding-price-reductions-in-mature-process-for-foundries-emerge-signaling-a-further-decrease-in-prices-in-q2/#:~:text=By%20the%20end%20of%202024,if%20equipment%20procurement%20progresses%20smoothly.
https://www.trendforce.com/news/2024/03/26/news-rumors-regarding-price-reductions-in-mature-process-for-foundries-emerge-signaling-a-further-decrease-in-prices-in-q2/#:~:text=By%20the%20end%20of%202024,if%20equipment%20procurement%20progresses%20smoothly.
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FIGURE 2 

Current and planned capacity: analog/discrete/mixed-signal/power 
Millions of WSPM (200mm EQ) as of Q4 2023 (excludes memory; includes all business models) by fab 
location 

 
Source: Kleinhans calculations of SEMI World Fab Watch Q4 2023 data.  

 

Policymakers are watching this trend with alarm and trying to assess a future threat of 
injury to US and partner country semiconductor firms, their customers downstream, and 
risks for US national security more broadly.   

As US policymakers expand the scope for chip controls, they will also be compelled to 
layer tools to deter companies from sourcing chips from China. From import duties to 
cybersecurity restrictions and tightening export controls, there are multiple policy 
instruments that may be deployed in trying to address multiple theories of harm: 

▪ National security trade sanctions are most likely to be exercised in addressing legacy 
chip concerns. Both the US Commerce Department and the Office of the US Trade 
Representative have potent tools in the form of Section 232 of the Trade Expansion 
Act of 1962 and Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, respectively, to impose trade 
sanctions on national security grounds.  

▪ Trade defense cases to prove future threat of injury for anti-dumping and 
countervailing duties can be cumbersome and difficult to enforce, although a new rule 
provides Commerce with wider scope to investigate trade violations, including 
transnational subsidies.  

▪ Cybersecurity restrictions can be applied swiftly and may be the most politically 
expedient. Commerce has expansive authority to impose restrictions on 
information and communications technology and services if it deems China-sourced 
semiconductors a threat to US critical infrastructure. The Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) could also expand its list of Equipment and Services Covered by 
Section 2 of The Secure Networks Act to restrict China-sourced semiconductors in US 
critical infrastructure. 
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https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2024/03/25/2024-05509/regulations-improving-and-strengthening-the-enforcement-of-trade-remedies-through-the-administration
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▪ Export controls are a messier option for restricting mature node chips. The US is 
already struggling to align partners and enforce long-arm measures on manufacturing 
equipment and related services for the production of advanced chips. In drawing the 
line at 16/14nm and below for “advanced” logic, the US is trying to police a blurry 
divide between tools for advanced versus mature node chips, hence the ongoing DUV 
dilemma.  

Rather than expanding technology-based export controls and risking an even leakier 
export control regime, the US is more likely to rely on entity-based sanctions. Most 
Chinese chipmakers are already on the BIS Entity List but could face tighter licensing 
restrictions under foreign direct product rule restrictions. While these moves would 
be designed to hamper Chinese semiconductor production by denying them US-origin 
technology and raising the reputational costs of foreign companies doing business 
with them, they would not preclude US sourcing from Chinese chipmakers.  

▪ Treasury SDN blocking sanctions over military end-use concerns are the bluntest 
approach to prohibiting any type of transaction with Chinese chipmakers. Such a 
move could be highly disruptive to electronics supply chains and would meet heavy 
resistance from US partners over their extraterritorial effect. Short of full blocking 
sanctions, the US could impose heavy fines on Chinese chipmakers accused of 
circumventing sanctions if their products are found in Russian military hardware.  

▪ Procurement restrictions are already in play via Section 5949 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2023, which prohibits government agencies from 
procuring China-sourced chips starting in 2027 and prohibits transactions with entities 
that use China-sourced chips in their products if they are used in critical defense and 
intelligence systems. These restrictions could always be tightened by accelerating the 
timeline for implementation and broadening terms, for example, barring transactions 
with companies that “use” products containing China-sourced chips. 

The US can also employ significant offensive measures. Subsidies to incentivize US and 
partner country-based manufacturing of legacy chips have already been deployed—
though Commerce is already appealing for additional funds as it tries to balance demands 
for legacy chip production capacity with investments in leading-edge production. 

More creative plurilateral arrangements may also emerge, especially if the Biden 
administration wins a second term. While there is deep consternation between the US and 
partner countries over the US’s paradigm-shifting chip controls, there is also growing 
convergence among G7 countries in recognizing harmful market distortions created by 
China’s economic system and national security risks from overreliance on China for 
critical inputs. Ongoing discussions among G7 countries on “supply chain resilience,” 
“trustworthiness criteria,” and upgrading digital and AI, climate, labor, IP, and human rights 
standards could encourage more G7 coordination in ways that increasingly restrict 
Chinese suppliers (including chipmakers) in advanced economies. Such restrictions can 
vary, from industrial policy coordination to phase-in quotas to outright bans. 

For any restrictive measure, the US administration will have to assess the potential for 
supply chain disruptions in critical sectors, particularly when it comes to defense 
applications and medical devices. Measures are likely to be designed with an eye toward 

https://rhg.com/research/running-on-ice/
https://rhg.com/research/running-on-ice/
https://rhg.com/research/all-in/
https://rhg.com/research/all-in/
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deterring companies from increasing their chip supply dependencies on China while 
actively reducing those dependencies over a particular period.  

But policymakers will need to offer carrots alongside these sticks for de-risking plans to 
gain real traction. OEMs and fabless design firms currently sourcing chips from China are 
not necessarily wedded to Chinese chipmakers, but they are seeking the best price in the 
market and the manufacturing capacity to meet future demand for critical inputs. 
Companies trying to preserve market share in China will also be seeking flexibility to 
source chips in China for products sold in the China market. And even as non-Chinese 
foundries and integrated device manufacturers (IDMs) can benefit from restrictions 
carving out an exclusive market for non-Chinese chipmakers, they need to be able to 
ensure available capacity across a range of process nodes on a timeline that aligns with 
emerging restrictions.  

TABLE 1 

Regulating China-sourced legacy chips: A menu of options 

 

Source: Rhodium Group  

 

Theory of harm Policy instruments 

China’s heavily subsidized capacity 
buildout for legacy chips creates an 
unlevel playing field for non-Chinese 
chipmakers and risks flooding global 
markets with commoditized 
semiconductors. 

▪ National security trade sanctions (Sec 301, Sec 232) 
▪ Commerce/ITC AD/CVD probe 
▪ Subsidies to build out non-China manufacturing 

capacity 

China’s import substitution threatens to displace 
incumbent foreign chip suppliers from the Chinese 
market and erode their global market share.   

▪ National security trade sanctions (Sec 301, Sec 232) 
▪ ICTS controls  
▪ BIS entity listings, export controls 
▪ Commerce/ITC AD/CVD probe 
▪ Subsidies to build out non-China manufacturing 

capacity 

China’s growing market share in legacy 
chips builds China’s coercive leverage 
over US and partners, blunting US/G7+ 
options to manage escalating geopolitical 
frictions with China. 

▪ Procurement restrictions 
▪ ICTS controls 
▪ National security trade sanctions (Sec 301, 

Sec 232) 
▪ BIS entity listings, export controls 
▪ Supply chain resilience/G7+ trusted partner 

pacts to phase out China-sourced chips 
▪ Subsidies to build out non-China 

manufacturing capacity 
Chinese-made chips in critical ICT 
systems, enable potential malicious 
cyber activities in periods of high 
geopolitical friction. 

▪ ICTS controls 
▪ Procurement restrictions 
▪ BIS entity listings, export controls, 
▪ Treasury SDN sanctions 
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The level playing field argument 
 

Not every legacy chip is prone to harmful market distortions. The more customized and 
software-defined the chip is, the less likely it is to be impacted by excess capacity and the 
less susceptible it will be to market flooding. For example, microcontrollers, which can be 
made on a range of process nodes, are programmed with proprietary software, and come 
in a variety of physical packaging. While it is possible to replace a foreign-made 
microcontroller with one from a Chinese supplier, the manufacturer would need a strong 
reason—such as political pressure by Chinese regulators to utilize homegrown 
technology—to go through the trouble of reconfiguring and integrating a new 
microcontroller into their technology platform. By contrast, analog, discrete, mixed-signal, 
and power semiconductors are generally not software-defined, making it in theory 
substantially easier to swap out suppliers.  

When we break down China’s current and planned capacity by process node for these 
more vulnerable legacy chip types, we can see that China’s production capacity is 
expanding most rapidly in semiconductors manufactured on 20-40nm process nodes 
(Figure 3). The rapid build-out of 20-40nm capacity is understandable since these are very 
popular nodes for microcontrollers and many low-power IoT chips. The 28nm node is 
often referred to as the “forever node” within the industry since it is extremely cost-
effective and “good enough” for many automotive and industrial applications. China 
largely depends on foreign suppliers today for automotive microcontrollers in particular 
and is thus highly motivated to build self-sufficiency in these chips (see our note “Running 
on Ice: China’s Chipmakers in a Post-October 7 World“).  

  

Argument 
China’s heavily subsidized capacity 
buildout for legacy chips creates an 
unlevel playing field for non-Chinese 
chipmakers and risks flooding global 
markets with below-cost semiconductors. 

Implications  
▪ If non-Chinese foundries and IDMs are unable to compete 

with China on price, then they may cede the market to 
Chinese firms and stop investing resources into producing 
certain mature process node chips.  

▪ A dearth of alternative sources undermines de-risking 
policies designed to diversify sourcing of chips away from 
China. 

https://rhg.com/research/running-on-ice/
https://rhg.com/research/running-on-ice/
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FIGURE 3 

Current and planned capacity by process node: Analog/discrete/mixed-signal/power 
Millions of WSPM (200mm EQ) as of Q4 2023 (excludes memory; includes all business models) 

by fab location 

 
Source: Kleinhans calculations of SEMI World Fab Forecast Q4 2023 data; “planned” includes any announced fab investments as of 
December 2023. Note: SEMI data does not always differentiate between different nodes in a fab. For example, if a fab has 20nm and 
45nm nodes, SEMI might only list it as a 20nm fab. The data is structured based on likely use of process technology: 20-40nm as well 
as 45-65nm are popular nodes for microcontrollers; 80-110nm are mainly used for mixed-signal and analog chips; 130nm and above 
are mainly used for power semiconductors. Memory chips are excluded from this calculation since most depend on manufacturing 
capacity at or below 20nm. Since transistor architecture does not change from 28nm to 20nm, the chart includes fabs from 20nm and 
above. Below 20nm process density necessitates the use of a more space-efficient transistor architecture, making chip design more 
complex and expensive. 

 

Companies designing chips privately negotiate prices with foundries to fetch the most 
competitive cost per wafer, making public information on pricing for specific types of 
semiconductors scarce. This makes it difficult to make apples-to-apples price 
comparisons between Chinese foundries and IDMs and their foreign competitors for 
specific products. Industry reporting indicates that Chinese foundries headed off a price 
war with foreign producers in late 2023. The intent was to secure new demand for China’s 
surging planned capacity in mature node chip production following US-led controls on 
leading-edge chips. According to a January report by Ijiwei, Chinese chipmakers SMIC, 
Hua Hong, and Nexchip were winning customers away from GlobalFoundries, PSMC, and 
Samsung by promising lower prices. Foreign competitors reportedly responded with price 
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cuts ranging from 10% to 30%. Some Taiwanese firms are reportedly withdrawing from 
certain chip segments under heavy price pressure from Chinese semiconductor design 
firms benefitting from lower wafer-start prices of Chinese foundries.  

Chinese contract chipmakers like SMIC and Hua Hong are already operating under soft 
budget constraints and political urgency to advance China’s chip self-sufficiency goals. As 
a result, they do not face the same fiscal constraints as their foreign peers in deploying 
capital. For an industry marked by extremely high fixed costs—firms need to invest in 
expensive equipment, materials, and R&D to stay competitive—this can be a big variable 
in a company’s ability to compete on an inherently uneven playing field. 

One lens we can use to examine this political dynamic is the capex-to-sales ratio between 
Chinese firms and other major producers in mature node chips. A company with a 
disproportionately high capex-to-sales ratio implies that it is investing heavily in expanding 
production capacity, in anticipation of future sales growth. Chinese foundries tower above 
their international competitors in measuring capex-to-sales ratios from 2015 to 2022 
(Figure 4). Taiwanese firms maintained the closest ratios to Chinese firms over this period, 
but the gap widened significantly in 2020.   

FIGURE 4 
Capital expenditure to sales ratio of key listed firms, 2015-2023 
Percent 

 
 
Source: Rhodium Group analysis of firm financials via Bloomberg. “China foundry” averages the rates of SMIC, Hua Hong, and NexChip 
(Nexchip data is included from 2020 onward). “China IDM” averages the rates of CR Microelectronics and Hangzhou Silan 
Microelectronics. ”Taiwan foundry” averages the rates of TSMC, PMC, UMC, and Vanguard (PSMC data is included from 2017 onward). 
“US foundry” averages the rate of Intel and GlobalFoundries (GlobalFoundries data is included from 2018 onward). “US IDM” averages 
the rates of Texas Instruments, OnSemi, and Diodes Inc. “EU IDM” includes Infineon, STMicroelectronics, and NXP. “South Korean 
foundry” is the rate of DB HiTek. Major Japanese producers in covered sectors such as Sony, are excluded because their revenues 
and CapEx in other sectors distort the comparison, and firms such as Renesas, do not report CapEx.  
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This dynamic is not entirely surprising. China’s semiconductor manufacturing industry 
only ramped up over the past decade with the central government’s rollout of the “Big 
Fund” in 2014 to funnel state-backed investment into the industry, followed by the launch 
of Made in China 2025 a year later, which set an ambitious goal for China to meet 70% 
chip self-sufficiency within the decade. More established players such as SMIC, Hua Hong, 
and CR Micro accelerated their capacity buildouts, while newer companies like Nexchip 
rapidly installed new capacity without meaningful sales. Given this dynamic and the 
considerable time it takes to build fabs, we would expect to see unsustainable 
capex/sales ratios for Chinese chipmakers in recent years. 

Policy considerations 
Although trade defense is the natural tool for level playing field and market distortion 
arguments, applying tariffs to legacy chips is complicated. In a traditional anti-dumping 
and countervailing duties investigation, Commerce would determine whether dumping or 
subsidization is happening and attempt to quantify those effects. The US International 
Trade Commission (ITC) would then determine whether US industry is harmed by Chinese 
dumping or subsidization, to include the threat of injury and whether dumped or 
subsidized imports impede establishment of an industry. Instead of nitpicking the lack of 
current evidence for dumping, a preemptive trade argument would focus on China’s 
capacity buildout and the more than $150 billion in subsidies that the state has pumped 
into chipmaking ambitions over the past decade, with another rumored $22 billion 
pending. ITC may also consider Chinese subsidies a threat to US industry if China’s below-
cost production stifles efforts to revitalize chip manufacturing in the US via CHIPS Act 
funding.   

Notably, Commerce recently finalized a rule that expands the scope for Commerce trade 
investigations to cover a country’s lack of IP, labor, human rights, and environmental 
protections. In arguing that the lack of these protections reduces the cost of compliance 
and thus the cost of production in ways that threaten US industry, Commerce has more 
ammunition to launch trade probes targeting China. Moreover, the Commerce rule permits 
probes over transnational subsidies, raising potential obstacles to Chinese chipmakers 
diversifying abroad to circumvent trade barriers. Still, this is a lengthy regulatory process 
that can take 12 to 18 months to complete. Even then, circumvention risk will remain high. 

US policymakers are also debating the actual target of the tariff. Is it enough to apply tariffs 
on the chip alone, or should the component containing the China-sourced chip come 
under higher tariffs? Semiconductors imported from China already come under a 25% 
tariff under Section 301, List 2 Trump-era tariffs under the US Trade Representative’s 
authority. But since most chips are assembled into electronic components before being 
exported to the US, applying a direct tariff on the chip alone doesn’t move the needle if 
the political intent is to dissuade US firms from sourcing low-cost chips from China. 
Moreover, since legacy chips tend to be lower in value and higher in volume than 
advanced chips, tariff rates or quotas would need to be severe enough to make an 
appreciable impact on a company’s decision to eat the cost of the tariff or find an 
alternative source. 

National security trade sanctions are more politically expedient and resistant to legal 
challenges. Using Section 232, Commerce could launch an investigation with 

https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/technology-evaluation/3402-section-9904-report-final-20231221/file
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recommendations that the president could then use to apply component tariffs—for 
example, a tariff on the imported good containing the chip—on national security grounds. 
Commerce action using Section 232 is a 270-day process and could result in tariffs or 
quotas without limits on duration. Since Commerce is already driving US policy on 
semiconductor controls, an ex-officio Section 232 case for China-sourced semiconductors 
may make sense from a regulatory consistency perspective. USTR also has a potent tool 
to impose component tariffs by self-initiating a Section 301 case. Section 301 cases take 
up to a year to implement and expire after four years unless USTR receives a request to 
continue the review. Section 301 cases are supposed to favor tariffs as trade remedies, 
but also include authorities to withdraw or suspend trade agreement concessions—an 
increasingly relevant policy option given growing calls to establish a China-specific tariff 
column or revoke China’s Permanent Normal Trade Relations status altogether to address 
China’s non-compliance with WTO rules. 

Challenges remain, however. In addition to enforcement, the US administration would need 
to assess the competitiveness concerns of companies absorbing higher costs as well as 
the potential inflationary impact—and resulting political consequences—if manufacturers 
of chip-intensive goods like consumer electronics pass the costs of higher duties onto 
consumers. 
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The import substitution argument 
 

China’s wafer capacity buildouts and import substitution is driven by several factors:  

▪ First, growing geopolitical competition with the US has accelerated China’s tech self-
reliance policies. This entails not only state funding for expansions in front-end 
manufacturing capacity, but also more restrictive policies like state-directed 
mandates for state-owned companies to convert ICT systems to domestic providers 
by 2027, cybersecurity measures targeting US chip suppliers, and soft bans on chip 
suppliers like Intel and OEMs like Apple.  

▪ Second, policy support for strategic, chip-intensive industries helps ensure demand 
for China’s chipmakers. For example, demand for automotive chips, such as MCUs 
and power MOSFETs, is growing in line with state-backed policies to expand the 
domestic EV market and grow abroad.  

▪ Third, Chinese OEMs making smartphones, cars, computers, and medical devices are 
increasingly worried about supply chain disruptions from US-led export controls, 
which in turn drives Chinese foundries to meet demand for growing “in China for 
China” production. At the same time, Chinese foundries will naturally gravitate toward 
chip segments that are less reliant on foreign manufacturing (i.e., analog, discrete, 
mixed-signal, power chips, and microcontrollers) and thus less prone to disruption by 
external factors. 

▪ Fourth, technological upgrading and increased technological competitiveness of 
Chinese chip suppliers results in chips that are already “good enough” for many 
applications, making it easier for Chinese OEMs to choose a Chinese chip for their 
next product iteration. 

This dynamic explains how both Chinese foundries and outsourced semiconductor 
assembly and test (OSAT) firms are increasingly serving Chinese customers driven by 
increasing domestic demand (Figures 5 and 6). 

 

 

Argument 
Chinese import substitution policies, 
enabled by subsidized capacity buildouts, 
threaten to displace incumbent foreign 
chip suppliers from the Chinese market 
and erode their global market share. 

Implications  
▪ Foreign foundries and incumbent US, European, and 

Japanese IDMs will lose market share in China and 
potentially globally.  

▪ Rapid import substitution could leave foreign OEMs and 
Tier 1s in the lurch if Chinese fabs prioritize Chinese 
customers before alternative manufacturing capacity 
outside of China comes online. 

https://japannews.yomiuri.co.jp/world/asia-pacific/20230707-121299/
https://japannews.yomiuri.co.jp/world/asia-pacific/20230707-121299/
https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/targeting-u-s-chip-firm-micron-chinas-cybersecurity-reviews-continue-to-evolve/
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/china-blocks-use-intel-amd-chips-government-computers-ft-reports-2024-03-24/
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FIGURE 5 

Foundry sales to foreign customers 
Share of total sales 

Source: Companies’ financial reports 

FIGURE 6 

OSAT sales to foreign customers 
Share of total sales 

 

Source: Companies’ financial reports 

The import substitution threat from China also raises the risk of abrupt supply disruptions 
for Western OEMs and Tier 1s if Chinese fabs are increasingly compelled to prioritize their 
Chinese customers over foreign customers. If China’s manufacturing capacity hits limits, 
Beijing’s self-reliance goals would take precedence over the needs of a Western firm 
sourcing cheaper Chinese chips. Besides, a Western firm may not be seen as a reliable 
customer if Chinese chipmakers see the writing on the wall from US restrictions making it 
difficult for firms to continue sourcing from China. Just as US and other foreign firms are 
being pressured to diversify, so too are Chinese firms in securing a more reliable customer 
base at home. 

Non-Chinese foundries and IDMs eyeing China’s expanding production capacity are warily 
tracking China’s import substitution trend—Chinese chipmakers are likely to edge them 
out of some segments, but foreign chipmakers can maintain an edge in some niche areas 
by offering more reliability, specialized features, and ease of integration. The risk of 
Chinese legacy chipmakers taking over domestic and potentially international market 
share from foreign competitors will depend in part on China’s rate of import substitution 
in trying to insulate against US-led export controls.  

According to GACC data, in 2023 China imported 479.5 billion chips, a decrease of 10.8% 
by value and 15.4% by volume year-on-year. Some of this decline can be attributed to 
features of chip demand cycles and pandemic-related effects. However, China’s increasing 
self-sufficiency rate—a measure of domestic manufacturers’ share of domestic sales—in 
certain mature node chips (Figure 7) suggests that at least some of this import slowdown 
can be attributed to substitution favoring domestic suppliers.  
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https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3248269/tech-war-china-chip-imports-fall-2023-semiconductors-remain-countrys-largest-item-ahead-crude-oil.
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FIGURE 7 

China’s self-sufficiency rate for semiconductors, 2017-2022 
Domestic producers’ sales as a share of domestic sales 

 

Source: All chips: IC insights data analyzed by TechInsights; Power: IHS Markit data and firm financials analyzed by Minsheng 
Securities; Memory: firm financials analyzed by Yole Group; Analog: IC insights and Huajing Industrial Research Institute data 
analyzed by Donghai Securities Research Institute. 

According to TechInsights, the self-sufficiency rate of China’s semiconductor industry in 
2023 was only about 12%. This rises to 23% if both domestic and foreign chipmakers in 
China like TSMC, Samsung, and SK Hynix are included. On the one hand, China's minimal 
production capacity and strong demand for more advanced chips likely suppresses the 
industry average. On the other hand, self-sufficiency rates of legacy chips have steadily 
increased, albeit from generally low levels (Table 2).  

TABLE 2 

China’s estimated self-sufficiency rates for types of semiconductors (2022/2023*) 
Domestic producers’ sales as a share of domestic sales 

 All chips Power Memory Analog LED 

Self-sufficiency 
rate 

22% 23% <15% 14% >81% 

Source: See Figure 7 source note for sources used for all chips, power, memory, analog, and LEDs; Note data includes the reported 
rate for the most recent year available (2022 or 2023). Different methodologies are employed to estimate domestic manufacturer’s 
sales based on available data. For example, some sources use the industry output value of domestic manufacturers and others use 
an aggregate of domestic sales from firms in certain segments. 
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https://36kr.com/p/2613865917700232
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Chinese research firms report the self-sufficiency rate of power chips made by domestic 
firms rose from around 6% to 23% from 2015 to 2021 and the rate for analog chips 
increased from around 6% to 14% from 2016 to 2022. Nikkei reported in 2023 that the 
self-sufficiency rate for all automotive chips (which generally includes power chips as well 
as MCUs and sensors) was only 10% in 2023. Estimates place China’s self-sufficiency rate 
in memory chips made by domestic firms Yangtze Memory Technologies (YMTC) and 
ChangXin Memory Technologies (CXMT) at around 15% in 2022. In contrast, China can 
claim success with simpler chips like LEDs, where domestic producers have fulfilled above 
80% of domestic demand since 2020, according to estimates.  

Policy considerations 
Foreign chip suppliers will advocate for industrial policy funding to keep pace with their 
emerging Chinese competition. At the same time, outbound investment screening 
measures and industrial policy guardrails may be used by policymakers to deter chip 
suppliers from expanding investments in China’s legacy chip manufacturing base for 
segments that foreign chipmakers have already conceded to lower-cost producers in 
China. Component tariffs, entity-based sanctions, and ICT-related restrictions can 
theoretically weaken Chinese chip companies and limit their growth in global market 
share. For example, by blacklisting OEMs like Huawei along with chipmakers like YMTC 
and SMIC, BIS can both restrict US-origin technology to these firms and turn them into 
economic pariahs overnight, raising obstacles to their ability to expand market share 
beyond China—all three are on the Commerce BIS entity list, but licensing can be 
tightened further; BIS export controls on SMIC are limited to sub-10nm production while 
Huawei is under heavier export restrictions under the foreign direct product rule. But a 
pariah abroad can also be a champion at home, as Huawei has demonstrated with its 
remarkable comeback and product diversification since getting pummeled with Trump-
era sanctions in 2019.  

BIS entity listings do not preclude sourcing from Chinese chipmakers, however. To deter 
US companies from sourcing chips from China, ICT and data security are more likely to 
come into play. For example, a Chinese ICT supplier in critical internet of things (IoT) 
applications could face much blunter restrictions if they are cast as a liability for critical 
supply chains on national security grounds. 

The policy debate over restrictions could create a battle between lobbying groups, with 
the IDMs on one side and auto OEMs on the other. The former may be in favor of 
restrictions on their Chinese competitors, while the latter would argue that price wars 
ensuring low-cost chips are imperative to keep pace with fast-growing competition with 
Chinese companies in the EV market and that, until alternative supply can be provided 
elsewhere, policymakers should adopt a “do no harm” approach to industries on the edge 
of this competition.  

  

https://pdf.dfcfw.com/pdf/H3_AP202205161565850071_1.pdf
https://pdf.dfcfw.com/pdf/H3_AP202402221622866038_1.pdf?1708631407000.pdf
https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Supply-Chain/Chinese-carmakers-rush-to-build-own-semiconductor-supply-chains
https://mp.ofweek.com/ic/a656714219397
https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1720627686604125893&wfr=spider&for=pc
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The coercive leverage argument 

 

As US-China geopolitical frictions continue to escalate, so too does the risk that China 
leverages its turbo-charged growth in legacy chipmaking to coerce countries by 
threatening to cut off essential chips. China has already telegraphed its ability to withhold 
critical inputs to semiconductor manufacturing via export controls on gallium and 
germanium and related compounds. In fact, when we look at China’s exports of wrought 
and unwrought gallium and germanium since Beijing imposed restrictions in August, trade 
levels are recovering for most countries, while the US and Netherlands remain at zero 
while exports to Japan remain at lower levels. Not coincidentally, these are the three 
leaders in chip controls targeting China.   

FIGURE 8 

China’s export of wrought and unwrought gallium and germanium 
Volume (KG) 

 
Source: GACC (HS codes 81129210,81129910,81129290,8112999) 
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Argument 
China’s growing market share in legacy 
chips builds China’s coercive leverage 
over US and partners, posing a direct 
threat to US national security. 

Implications  
Amid heightened geopolitical tensions, or in a conflict 
scenario, China could leverage its supply dominance to 
coerce US and partner countries by holding critical supply 
chains hostage. 
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To address this issue, US policymakers are focused first and foremost on getting 
companies to avoid increasing their dependencies on China by, for example, contracting 
with Chinese fabs or even investing in Chinese legacy chip manufacturing. Second, they 
are pushing companies to actively decrease current dependencies on China for legacy 
chips.  

This is easier said than done. Semiconductor manufacturing firms make money off the 
value of the chips produced on each wafer. Cutting-edge semiconductors manufactured 
on 2nm and 3nm process nodes can fetch $20,000-50,000 per wafer compared to a few 
hundred dollars per wafer for legacy chip nodes. As such, companies are loath to invest 
in legacy chip manufacturing when China is already plowing ahead in expanding capacity 
and when there is more money to be made in producing cutting-edge chips. Customers of 
those chips will at the same time resist diversifying away from China until they have 
assurances that alternative manufacturing capacity is coming online elsewhere. 

This dynamic places a significant burden on US policymakers to incentivize companies to 
absorb higher costs in restructuring supply chains and invest in lower-margin mature-node 
semiconductor manufacturing. A quarter of CHIPS and Science Act funding (up to $10 
billion out of $39 billion) is earmarked for legacy chip manufacturing. This is not a big 
surprise given the core intent of the industrial policy is to build out state-of-the-art 
semiconductor manufacturing ecosystems. Nonetheless, it is a drop in the bucket when 
the political task at hand is to convince companies that would prefer to focus on higher-
margin output to invest in legacy chips. But with industrial policy funds comes leverage. 
Negotiations over CHIPS and Science Act funding for leading-edge production can come 
with conditions attached to devote a certain amount of capacity to legacy chip 
manufacturing, especially for covering Department of Defense customers. So far, more 
than $1.7 billion in direct funding has been awarded to companies committed to 
semiconductor manufacturing of mature process nodes (see Table 3). Tax incentives for 
companies that diversify manufacturing and sourcing of chips away from China and build 
up a strategic stockpile of semiconductors may also come into play as the US government 
seeks additional ways to incentivize companies to follow its tune. 

TABLE 3 
CHIPS and Science Act funding recipients and planned fab investments in the US 

Company Award 
Planned US 
Investment Technology  

Intel $8.5 billion in grants, 
$11 billion in loans 

>$100 billion over 5 
years 

Leading-edge 

TSMC $6.6 billion in grants, $5 
billion in loans 

$65 billion  Leading-edge 

Samsung $6.4 billion in grants  >$40 billion  Leading-edge,  
mature node,  
advanced packaging 
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Source: CHIPS Program Office as of May 1, 2024, SEMI World Fab Forecast as of Q1 2024, company financial reports 

Procurement restrictions are already in play and could be tightened further. Section 5949 
of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2023 prohibits 
government agencies from engaging in transactions that “include” semiconductor 
products or services sourced from major Chinese chipmakers. It goes further to prohibit 
transactions with any entity that “uses” any parts that include semiconductor products or 
services for “critical systems” used by the federal government. These NDAA restrictions 
don’t go into effect until December 2027 to give government agencies and contractors 
time to adapt. But they could always be modified via newer measures, including future 
NDAA amendments, to move up the 2027 timeline or expand the ICT scope to capture any 
entities using China-sourced chips for government-related contracts.  

Commerce has collected valuable information from an industrial base survey it released 
in late 2023 to understand just how dependent US companies are on China-sourced chips, 
especially for defense and medical supply. The EU Commission has kicked off a similar 
industry survey to get more transparency on company supply chains and their chip 
dependencies on China. Out of these efforts, we may see more creative proposals emerge 
centered on the theme of supply chain resilience. Similar to the design of the EU Critical 
Raw Materials Act, the intent would be to set specific percentage limits on how many chips 
can be sourced from China and countries of concern, with timelines for phase-outs. 
Depending on the viability of plurilateral forums like the Trade and Technology Council—
and the outcome of the US presidential election—such arrangements could be 
coordinated among like-minded G7 partners and trusted tech allies. 

GlobalFound
ries 

$1.5 billion in grants, 
$1.6 billion in loans 

$12 billion over 10 
years 

Current-generation, 
mature-node 

Microchip 
Technology 

$162 million  $880 million  Mature-node 

BAE Systems $35 million N/A Mature-node 

Micron $6.1 billion in grants, 
$7.5 billion in loans 

$50 billion  Leading-edge (DRAM) 

Coherent $15 million N/A Mature-node 

Texas 
Instruments 

 $41 billion  Mature-node 

Wolfspeed  $5 billion Mature-node 

Skywater  $1.8 billion Mature-node 

NXP  $2.6 billion Mature-node 

Bosch  $1.5 billion Mature-node 

https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2023/12/commerce-department-announces-industrial-base-survey-american
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The cybersecurity argument 
 

 

Revelations around Volt Typhoon, a Chinese state-sponsored hacking group, have jolted 
US government agencies into swifter and more serious deliberations over cyber-related 
restrictions. Using relatively simple entry points (such as stolen administrator credentials 
to gain initial access to routers, cameras, firewalls, and VPNs), Volt Typhoon was able to 
move laterally across an array of critical infrastructure systems, including power, water, 
ports, transportation, internet service providers, and telecom networks in a 
comprehensive stealth operation that in some cases lasted five years before detection. 
According to the US and Five Eyes intelligence partners, this vast operation was designed 
to give Beijing the ability to paralyze critical systems across the United States in the event 
of a geopolitical crisis, such as a standoff over Taiwan. 

While most cyber scrutiny is focused on software-enabled vulnerabilities, cyber risks can 
be introduced across multiple stages of the semiconductor manufacturing process, from 
IP design to fabrication to assembly, packaging, and testing. More complex chip designs 
involving integrating and stacking chiplets are enabling chip design innovations to pack 
more compute and functionality into a single chip. But chiplets from multiple sources can 
also increase the number of design teams involved and thus expand the attack surface 
area for adversaries to penetrate safeguards of data and hardware. The growing 
popularity of chiplet-based architectures is also driving industry innovations to boost 
hardware security with on-chip safeguards for authentication and defense against 
tampering. 

US semiconductor regulations have heavily focused on front-end manufacturing inputs for 
wafer production but are increasingly scrutinizing back-end processes and suppliers for 
packaging, assembly, and testing. In addition to its expanding role in front-end 
semiconductor manufacturing for mature node chips, China already plays a dominant role 
in contract back-end manufacturing, or outsourced semiconductor assembly and test 
(OSAT). According to SEMI data, China held 38% of the global OSAT market in 2020 with a 
growing number of those firms diversifying outside of China, particularly in southeast Asia. 
A portion of CHIPS Act funding is earmarked to boost domestic back-end manufacturing, 
but may be drawing from a dwindling pot dedicated for mature node production overall.  

An ICT component, from a semiconductor to an internet module, does not need to be 
manufactured by a Chinese entity to make it vulnerable to a state-sponsored hacking 
operation. However, US security agencies are trying to build a layered cybersecurity 
defense to deny foreign adversaries backdoors to critical systems. So far, measures have 

Argument 
Chinese firms' design and manufacture of 
semiconductors pose a risk of hardware 
tampering during production, potentially 
facilitating adversarial cyber activities. 

Implications  
China can exploit vulnerabilities in ICT systems in a 
geopolitical conflict scenario, potentially enabling data 
collection or physical disruptions to critical infrastructure. 
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entailed restricting the usage of Chinese-sourced ICT components in critical supply 
chains, from existing targets like 5G networks and port infrastructure to emerging areas 
like connected vehicles and medical devices. Commerce has recently activated a potent 
regulatory tool in its ICTS investigation into connected vehicles, which encompasses 
hardware such as the semiconductors and sensors used in automobile manufacturing. The 
FCC could also expand its Covered List of critical infrastructure and blacklisted suppliers 
to restrict Chinese chip providers.  

Policymakers wrangling with complex trade arguments and market dynamics over the 
future threat of injury from China’s expansion in production capacity may be tempted to 
reach for cybersecurity measures as a regulatory shortcut to restricting mature node 
chips from China on national security grounds.  

Testing assumptions 

When geopolitics drives production capacity expansion and restrictions in a highly capital-
intensive industry, market distortions are bound to occur. The degree of impact will 
depend in part on just how well the state and industry read the market, the geopolitical 
climate, and each other’s assumptions: 

▪ Chinese chipmakers assume that China’s self-sufficiency goals, starting from a low 
base, and domestic growth will combine to create enough demand to absorb a 
significant expansion in wafer production capacity. China’s leadership assumes that 
it can steer its semiconductor industry to focus on the most vulnerable product 
segments in advancing its self-sufficiency goals. If these assumptions hold true, then 
Western concerns over China creating an overcapacity market glut may be 
overblown. But in choosing the path of least resistance, China’s chipmakers could 
apply excess effort toward commoditized chips. Moreover, if China experiences a 
protracted economic slowdown and accelerated FDI flight erodes its electronics 
manufacturing base, the urge to export excess supply will grow. 

▪ Chinese chipmakers may be assuming that they’ll be free to compete in the global 
market for mature-node semiconductors, riding on the success of Chinese OEMs 
expanding abroad. This is in part a faulty assumption considering the trajectory of US-
led cybersecurity measures targeting China-sourced ICT components and growing 
trade protectionism targeting Chinese manufacturers of EVs and 5G and IoT 
components. If Chinese chipmakers are closed off to advanced economies at the 
same time China undergoes a deep economic slowdown, Chinese chipmakers will be 
doubly squeezed while foreign chipmakers shift in part to respond to demand from 
US and partner countries.  

▪ US policymakers assume it is only a matter of time before other G7 countries follow 
in their footsteps and expand semiconductor controls targeting China. While the US 
has considerable leverage to wield long-arm measures for regulating advanced node 
chips, it is still an open question whether it can draw tighter coordination on legacy 
chip restrictions.  

 

https://rhg.com/research/shut-out-data-security-and-cybersecurity-converge-in-next-wave-of-us-tech-controls/
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▪ On the one hand, G7 leaders agree on the need to reduce excess 
dependencies on China in critical industries. Margrethe Vestager, the EU’s 
executive vice president overseeing digital and competition issues, has 
indicated that the current trade defense toolkit needs to expand to include 
cybersecurity measures. On the other hand, European member states, 
namely the Netherlands and Germany, are pushing back on US efforts to 
further expand semiconductor controls, arguing that such moves only 
accelerate China’s import substitution policies and deprive their own 
companies of market share and revenue to stay competitive.  

▪ European policymakers at the Commission and member state levels will have 
to decipher mixed signals from industry, which can result in policy paralysis. 
Foreign fabless and fab-lite firms benefit from more market participants and 
price wars among foundries, while foreign foundries and IDMs may selectively 
encourage measures targeting Chinese competitors—so long as those 
measures do not disrupt deepening partnerships in competitive industries in 
China. 

▪ European auto chipmakers appear to be following in the footsteps of German 
automakers in choosing to deepen partnerships with Chinese entities as an 
insurance policy in the China market. A growing EV market in China and rapid 
advances in SiC technology for power components is a big draw. In 2023 
alone, Geneva-based STMicrolectronics announced a joint venture with 
China-based Sanan Optoelectronics for 200mm SiC device manufacturing in 
China, Infineon announced long-term contracts with China-based TanKeBlue 
and SICC for SiC substrates, and Germany-based Bosch signed a $1 billion, 
10-year contract for the development of SiC power modules in Suzhou. In the 
most stark example, German carmaker Volkswagen announced a joint 
venture with China-based autonomous driving chip developer Horizon 
Robotics. Such entanglements make it less likely that EU member states like 
Germany would endorse economic security measures that entail unwinding 
transactions in China—unless they were already losing significant market 
share, revenue, and jobs in the Chinese market with little left to lose. 

▪ The US assumes it will be able to compel industry to cover US needs in mature node 
chips on a timeline that doesn’t leave customers in the lurch. But a $2 billion 
allocation of CHIPS Act funding is tiny relative to the political task at hand. The jury is 
still out on whether enough public-private investment (Table 3) will spawn from CHIPS 
Act funding to cover expansion in mature node production, and whether that 
production timeline will align with coming restrictions.  

▪ Foreign fabless, fab-lite, and semiconductor manufacturing equipment companies 
assume they can benefit from cheap and expanding foundry capacity in China. But 
they can only do so if China-sourced legacy chips and relevant manufacturing inputs 
remain unrestricted, which is unlikely in the current geopolitical climate. US 
policymakers may focus on restricting technology and know-how to Chinese 
chipmakers through tighter export controls, which would hit toolmakers selling into 
China but would not preclude sourcing by US firms. US policy could allow flexibility in 
regulations for “in China for China” production with conditions aimed at preserving 
US company market share in China, revenue to fund R&D in more advanced tech, and 

https://newsroom.st.com/media-center/press-item.html/c3186.html
https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/about-infineon/press/press-releases/2023/INFXX202305-100.html
https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/about-infineon/press/press-releases/2023/INFXX202305-099.html
https://www.freshfields.com/en-gb/news/2023/12/freshfields-advises-volkswagen-group-on-2.4bn-investment-in-china-smart-vehicle-technology-joint-venture-with-horizon-robotics/
https://www.freshfields.com/en-gb/news/2023/12/freshfields-advises-volkswagen-group-on-2.4bn-investment-in-china-smart-vehicle-technology-joint-venture-with-horizon-robotics/
https://rhg.com/research/tipping-point-germany-and-china-in-an-era-of-zero-sum-competition/
https://rhg.com/research/tipping-point-germany-and-china-in-an-era-of-zero-sum-competition/
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tech leverage over China. Even then, industrial policy guardrails and mounting 
concerns over IP, data, and cyber security could override such carveouts, especially 
under a more hawkish US administration.  

▪ Foreign chip suppliers assume competing with Chinese suppliers in China purely 
based on cost is a losing proposition. As a result, they could cede market share in 
some segments while trying to compete based on features, reliability, and integration. 
But restrictions that carve out a market for non-China chip manufacturers could alter 
some of those calculations, especially if G7-led sourcing requirements for 
trustworthiness and supply chain resilience take hold. 

Foreign automotive suppliers may also assume that their Chinese competitors will 
face an uphill battle in getting certification for safety and reliability to encroach on 
largely European, US, and Japanese turf. But that assumption could be upended if 
Chinese ICT suppliers rapidly grow with the expansion of Chinese OEMs like BYD and 
succeed in setting competitive industry standards.  

▪ US policymakers may assume that China’s retaliation over US-led chip controls will 
remain muted, especially as Beijing attempts to preserve foreign investment amid 
deepening economic stress. If G7 countries were to present a more unified front on 
level playing field measures, China’s retaliation may also be more measured.  But US-
led tech controls, now delving into data and cyber security,  are permeating a broader 
domain, potentially ensnaring much bigger Chinese tech targets that could compel a 
more forceful response. US-led controls have already compelled an acceleration of 
China’s self-reliance policies and Beijing can impose “good enough” indigenous 
technological solutions on companies operating in China. Soft bans and procurement 
restrictions targeting foreign ICT products are likely to expand in areas where Chinese 
substitutes are available and keen on growing market share. In the end, however, any 
perceived retaliation would likely only reinforce US policy arguments on China’s 
unlevel playing field and the need for more restrictive measures to wean its companies 
off China-sourced ICT inputs.  

 

  

https://rhg.com/research/shut-out-data-security-and-cybersecurity-converge-in-next-wave-of-us-tech-controls/
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